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PASS-FAIL STUDY PROPOSED
By .PETE HA RS HAM, News Reporter

H.ev. John N. Felten S.J., Uean ot Arts and
Sciences, proposed at the January 8 meeting of the
Academic Council that a study of a modified pass-fail
program be undertaken with the possibility of instituting such a program at Xavier.
In exp 1a in in g his proposal encourage students to take courses
further, Fr. Felten stated that th e they might not otherwise take bepass-fail program is still in the cause of their .fear of the grade,"
developmental stages with many he stated.
issues yet to be decided.
d ·
h
h h
h
·
Aske 1f he t oug t t at sue a
The program would be opened system was consistent with the
to Seniors, Juniors, and possibly goals and ideals of a Catholic
Sophomores. Under the prop~sed University, Fr. Felten replied that
plan a student would be permitted since one of the objectives of such
to enroll in one, two, or perhaps an institution is a liberal educamore courses not in his major; or tion he felt that this program would
:possibly not within the core curriculum, a question which was unresolved at press time.
Before entering ~ bout with pneumonia which kept h.lm In the hos· The student would select the
pital this week, President
faced students in Husman Hall m a December course h e wou ld l'k
.
1 e to take u nder
series of student-administration dialogues.
.
.
the pass-fail plan at the beginning

not only be well suited but would
further implement the ideals of a
liberal education. It. would give
students an opportunity to take
courses of their own choosing without risking their grade point
average.
A time when such a program
could be inaugurated is still uncertain since it is a matter of procedure for the Academic Council
·
that they hold at least two meetmgs
on a topic which concerns a change
'in policy. However, Fr. Felten
hoped to see a dialogue develop
at this time with the possibility of
such a program becoming a
reality.

of the semester.
On the subject of credit evaluation for such courses, a rather
controversial area, Fr. Felten has
proposed that if a student passes
a course under the proposed plan
News Editor-In-Chief
he will be given the grade of his
November 12.
accumulative average for that
Out of the boycott came a pro- course. In other words, if the stuposal that compulsory masses be dent completes a pass-fail course
permanently dropped. -Next year, with a 3;00 fa his remaining subc
the memorial mass will be held, 'jects he would receive a 3.00 as
but there will be no fine imposed his grade in the pass-fail course.
on failure to attend, and classes 'This system would enable a student
will be held on the days regularly to maintain his average.
scheduled for the masses.
Fr. Felten expiained thai ·this
A similar recommendation thatprogram would act as an incenthe fines be abolished retroactive to live for students to broaden their
November 12, the day of the boy- educational interests, "I want to
Fr. John Felten, S.J.
cot!, was turned down by the University President Fr. Paul L.
O'Connor, so Student Council
moved that the funds collected be
used to make "significant lmprov.ements" in the religious program
of the university and that the university administration match these
funds.
By J. MICHAEL DUNPHY, News Executive Editor
Among the improvements sugTheodore C. Sorenson, author and presidential Sunday 11fagazi11e, and Reclboo(
gested were smaller retreats and
more retreat masters, retreat mas- advisor, is scheduled to speak in theXavierfieldhouse, as well as the Saturday Review, of
which he is now Editor-at-Large.
ters with a degree of specialized· Thursday, January 16.
knowledge, installation of"an isoSorenson is most noted for his
lated environment such as LazBesides his editorship, he is prearus House'' for future retreats, and service as counsel to President
sently a partner in the law firm of
a "high intensity weekend on the John F. ·Kennedy, and for his
Paul, Weiss, Goldberg, Rifkind,
order of last year's liturgy con- subsequent. book, Kennedy, pubWharton and Garrison; Visiting
ference and this year's Community lished in 1965.
Lecturer in Public and InternaConference, dealing with the CathAfter serving as attorney for the
tional Affairs at Princeton Univerolic Church and today's college Federal Security Agency from
sity's Woodrow Wilson School;
student.'
1951 to 1.952, he>:became oneofthe
and Chairman of the Advisory
assistants to Seii~or John F. KenCommittee to the New York State
nedy from 19~cf'·to 1961. When
Democratic Party.
Kennedy was elected president,
Sorenson became Special Counsel
to the President from January
The speech ls free to Xavier
1961-February 1964.
University students, fifty cents to
Hls duty as Special Counsel was
other students, and one dollar to
Arrlcale Is commissioner of reall
others.
locaUon and management services to assist In Uie preparaUon and
Theodore C. Sorenaon
for the City of New York and ls presentaUon .of the President's proformer director of the New York 'gram, including legislative meaCity Youth Board. He ha& broad aures, messages, and 1peeches. He
experience ln dealing with the was a member of the Ex~ve
mulUple causes of crime and de- · Committee of the NaUonal Security
Auditions for Variety '69, the cliff, or Good Samaritan. Singers,
linquency In metropolitan areas. Council; and parUclpant in all third annual area college talent dancers, musicians, and comedians
Joining Arrlcaleontheprogram Cabinet meetings, legislative. lead- show, sponsored by Xavier Uni- are eapectally urged to attend.
wlll be other nationally-known era' breakfasts, Budget reviews, versity (University Center), will be
The Xavier University Show
specialists and two panel& of local pri:-press conference meeUngs, and held Thursday afternoon (1:00
Band will provide the ·live music.
experts In the field of health, law ~similar planning sessions.
p.m. to 6:00 p.m.), January 12; Show dates are Friday, Saturday,
The hlstorlo-biorgaphlcal work,. Sunday afternoon (1:00 p.m. to and Sunday, March 21, 22, and
enforcement and education.
Paul H. Hahn, XU's director of Kennedy came out o_f this exper- 6:00 p.m.), January 19; In the 23.
curriculum development in criml- ience. Other writings Include De- University Center Theatre.
For the first time a student from
nology and corrections, is Institute cision Mal~ing in the White House
The auditions are open to any- the Theatre Department wlll be the
director.
and recent articles 'in Foreign Af- one from Xavier, University of Director.
·
fairs Qua1terly, New York Times Cincinnati. Mt. St. ,Joseph. Edge-

Fi11es to.Fund

Religious Projects
By MIKE HENSON,
In response to a Student Council proposal, the administration
has agreed to match the money
taken in fines on the boycotted
Memorial Mass .and to direct the
funds to the University Chaplain.
Since the Campus Project Fund
Committee, which would normally
handle the funds, will not meet
until the end of the current schoo~
year, Dean of Men Patrick J.
Nally decided to direct the funds
to Fr. Edward J. O'Connor, S.J.
University Chaplain. How the
money will be used is up to
the discretion of Fr. O'Connor.
Fr. O'Connor will then consult
the Religious Development Committee, which acts in an advisory
capacity to the Chaplain, for suggestions on how best to improve
the spiritual development program
on campus.
Fr. Victor B. Nieporte, Executive Vice-President of the University; informed Council later that
the funds matching the fine money
will be included in the university
budget for next year, 1969-1970.
The agreements brought to a
close the series of events following
the Student Council-sponsored student boycott of the compulsory
annual
Memorial
Mass, last

Sorenson to Speak at Xavier

Lindsay Aid
to Keynote Institute
One of New York Mayor John
Lindsay's top aides will give the
keynote addre88 at an lnsUtute on
the MulUple Problem Family to be
presented Friday, January 24, by
the Xavier University Graduate
School.
Frank C. Arrlcale, chairman of
Lindsay's urban task forces In the
Bushwick and Brownsvlllesections
of Brooklyn, will set the theme of
the one-day program designed for
professional workers with area
social welfare agencies. The Institute will examine existing programs for handling urban social
problems and other possible approaches for finding solutions.

Varie.fy '69

-P•I• Two
Editorials

In Defense of the D11taftSystem

It is 11ot often in these times
that students can be found to defend the Selective Service system.

Grade Gap Reduced

By JOHN ZAHURANCIK

!his is a_nother in the Ne~vs
War _ a swirling, churning clash of national
Fr. Felten's proposal for a partial pass-fail system series of articles hopefully of 111- ,.
•
l
"d I t this maelstrom of
could very well mean the return of liberal education terest to the university community. mterests and na.tiona pn e. n O •
Any student, faculty member, or bullets and bodies youth are cast. Vibrant youth to the Xavier campus. For years, awareness of the administrator is welcome to share with plans and dreams, with the promises of successful
basic fallacy in the present grading system has been his views in sin.zilar articl~s or in and fruitful futures. Young men just starting their life
growing, and dissatisfaction with its failures has been letters to the editor. The vtcws ex- are thrust with indiscriminating force into the irrahowever, are not necesone of the factors behind the shift toward distrust of ,pressed,
sarily those of the News staff. Ed. tional and violent turmoil of war.
institutionalized education.
Unfortunate? Yes! Shameful?
By BOB RICE
Yes! But also a reality. For as
The problem arises partly from the discrepancy
Hell no, we won't go! Abolish the draft. Why long as man has lived in combetween the necessity of evaluation and the way in
munity with others, war has existed
which it is now handled. It is clear that a grade can should the government be allowed to take two years as
an unfortunate, shameful reality.
serve a student's development. For a student to under- of my life for low pay, hardship, leaders whom I
No one knows why war exists,
stand his progress in a certain area, he needs some don't want to follow, and possible danger to my why men mustkillandmaimothers
sort of feedback, some sort of measuring by a rela- life?
and destroy their property. But it
I'm sure many of us have made case with a volunteer army, a mili- does and men do act in a most
tively objective standard of how well he is grasping
statements and have seen the tary takeover has followed. There inhuman fashion. And no amount
the method and matter of his course of study. So, for - these
abuses the Selective Service System are few exceptions tothisstatement. of protest, no amount of demonexample, a freshman studying English composition has committed. As in any big Of the nations maintaining sizeable strations can change that fact. It
is better able to write his next paper if he understands government bureaucracy, there armed forces, only five countries is as much a reality as the bullets,
why he earned a "D" on the last one, and he is able are bound to be abuses and in- did not still employ a conscript the bombs, the napalm.
to consolidate his gains if he understands why he justices. Fortunately we have a system after World War II. They
And the youth. Tossed into the
legal system by which a person are: Canada, India, Indonesia,
earned an "A" on the one before. This presumes, of can
hcll of war by that most grandiose
attempt· to correct these in- Pakistan, and Saudi Arabia. Of
course, that the student really earned the grade he got. justices. How many of us have these India and Pakistan have of necessary evils - the draft. ConIf he plagiarized, then the grade indicates nothing looked behind the injustices and large castes which supply man- scription has been the universal
answer to the twin realities of war
more than the quality of his penmanship. It also abuses of "the system" into the power; Indonesia is made up of and
men's unwillingness to fight
reasons
for
the
establishment
of
easily
defensible
islands;
Saudi
presumes that the teacher and he have. a mutual
voluntarily. Sparta drafted - but
draft and, even more impor- Arabia, until Nasser, had oressing
understanding of what the grade means. Without this the
tantly, have looked into the rea- need for a large force, and Canada perhaps that is to be expected of the
understanding, the letter-grade means nothing, for sons for keeping the draft system? is bordered by the U.S. so any military state. But so did Athens the home individualism in the
that particular evaluation then lies dead and can
In this age of individualism, we enemy would have to come through classical world. And the Roman
add nothing to the student's growth. It also presumes, are often blinded by our desire to Alaska or the NorthAtlanticOceaIL Republic. Even the radical governfinally, that the standards by which the teacher assigns lead our own lives, and conae- Only one of these nations has any ment of the French Revolutionconcommittments · · Canada to
a grade are relevant, that they give the student a true quently fall in our social obligation major
scripted in 1 793.
to aid in the defense ofourcountry. NATO.
estimation of his achievement and an understanding A government's only right to exist
In the United States, conscripBut I have strayed from my
of where he has yet to go. These conditions fulfilled, comes from its obligation to pro- 1 point. With a voluntary a.r~y in tion is as old as the Revolution.
the grade becomes an educational tool.
tect its citizens. In a dictatorship the United States we eould cven- Some of the colonies drafted for
the leader baa the obligation to tually set ourselves up for a mill- ~eir militia. Washington proposed
This is the only intrinsically educative value of the protect
its citizens. In the United tary take over.· Let's take a cl~ser ;o the First Congress a system of
grade. Others may be important, but they provide States, we are the government. All. look at this poaalbillty. By creating universal military training. It was
no active service to the education of the Person or to of us have a moral obligation to a voluntary army we have made passed but never enforced. President Lincoln, faced with a decreasthe teacher's understanding of how successful are his serve in any way or another. U money the motive for most of the ing
number of volunteers, estabwe
are
conaclentloua
objectors,
we
membership
(even
now
many
PCO'.'
attempts. Ultimately, they are distracting. For when still have an obligation to serve in pie volunteer mainly to get away lished a draft, as did the Conthe grade becomes, not an indication of how a student a noncombatant atatua. Try and from the uncertainity of the draft federacy. We drafted for World
is doing, but of how he has done, we establish a new picture th~ chaos that wo~~ exist and to get their obligation over War I and World War II. Our
draft was established by
relationship. Instead of a guidepost, the grade be- if most of us refused to recognize with). Since we have made our present
President
Truman before the
this obligation of service to the volunteer army there is leas turncomes a destination in itself.
.;ountrY. I'm sorry, but since the over due to no draft and longer Korean War.
A column in the News once defined education as world is run by human beings, terms of service ( at least three
War is hell. But it is a very
"learning to learn" and asserted that there is no final there are those of us who lust for years as opposed to the present real hell, fought by very real peopoint at which we can say we are "educated." The power. The recent crisis in Czecho- draftee's two.) Since most ·men will ple with a lot of very real pain
should have proven it never have served in the Armed and suffering. And the only alterlearning process is a continuing pheno1t1enon. This slovakia
to even the most idealistic of us. Forces they will for the most part native is to sit passively and watch
concept falls within the traditions of the liberal educa- Many will say, "But what danger be unable to understand why the the pain and destruction inflkted
tion that equips men with a background that will does this pose to us, on another Defense Budget needs raising by those who are not as sensitive.
Conscription is the way to fight
enable them to meet any new learning problem. Edu- continent?" One needs only to read (more taxes for John Doe).
the works of Lenin and others to
The morale of the military will wars. Waiting for volunteers is an
cation thus finds no terminal point. Rather, it is a give
him an idea of the dangers
unstable proposition. A I a r g e
thing that grows beyond any formal period as which this poses to us. Another go down, respect for the military standing
army, besides being exas a career will go dowIL Having
artificial and arbitrary as the semester.
argument is that the Communists no civilians in military service (a tremely costly, goes against the
getting more liberalallthetime. two year draftee has civilian life principles of this country.
The mark of finality, however, turns the attention are
Show me the liberality shown to to look forward to in the near
If something good can be said
of teacher and student away from the idea of un- . the Russian intellectuals and the
future and he doesn't want his about the. draft, it is that it works.
determined growth to that of a specific final mark. Czech citizens.
future upset) soldiers would be- In spite of all the protestors and
As one student said, "It seems that by the time we
These are the important argu- come resentful toward the people iraft card burners, the draft has
finish we know several teachers very Well, but un- ments for the necessity of an army, because this is their way of life and provided this country with very
fortunately, little of what they we:r;e teaching." Many but what about a volunteer army? the civilian population has no way courageous and strong guardians.
I truly hope not. There are several to relate to the problems of the
students come away with the uncomfortable feeling reasons for this statement. The servicemaIL The leaders would be- It did so in 1775, in 1863, in
in 1941, and in 1950. And
that they spent at least a year learning nothing more least of these reasons is economic; come resentful toward the situation it1917,
continues to do so today.
than how to take tests and maintain grades. There it would cost between six and and attempfto change it. Failing
With MacArthur we might reseems to be a practical, though not a necessary con- seventeen billion dollars to main- all legal and peaceful means, as I flect on the words of Plato: "Only
tain an all-volunteer army in this believe they eventually would, they
tradiction between the real goals of education and the country. These figures represent would be forced to change the situ- the dead have seen the end of war."
assigning of a final grade. The final grade could be pay !eel alone, and not technolo- ation by a coup. The only way to Perhaps too, only the dead have
seen the end of the disrupted and
relevant, but more often, ·u isn't. .
gical changes needed to keep up
(Continued on page 6) destroyed lives of youths. We can
with the world; moreover, this sum
But can we simply eliminate all grades but the does not cover the coat of training
hope, we can pray. But we must
also face reality.
private one that a teacher will give to his student as or billeting the volunteer army.
feedback? The demands of graduate schools and Most of all, money may not be
prospective employers make this now a pragmatic incentive enough for the number
impossibility, whatever our ideals. But we must re- of men we would need.
Let me come to the biggest dismember that, in many cases, these demands serve only advantage
of a volunteer army to obscure the basically intramural value of the grade, increased chances for a military
Ble11ect i1 "e wno ezpeet1 nothinr, for he 1haU cclw1111s· 11es· n.
that which exists only between. a student and his takeover. That's right - look at EDITOR·lN-CHIEF . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ~· .. Mir:hael ,J, llenaun
history. When the citizens of a MANA<.HNG J.~DITOR • . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . lli!nnis A. Repenning
teacher.
country rejected their obligations ~X~CU!I~~: J.~DITOK • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . ,Joh,1 M. Dunphy
This is why such a move as Fr. Felten's ts so to defend it, the mercenary armies COi Y JO.DI l 011 • · .•.•.••••.•..•.•.• , ..• 'l'om Kes11in1er
important. By relieving at least some of his courses were easily able to take over. Look L.\YOUT lml'!"OH . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . , . . . . . . . . Jim Uohmd
SPORTS 1-:UITQM . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Jack Murray
from the burden of the final grade, the study may at some of the examples: Athena, ASSOCJAT~
EDITORS .••. Pele Hanham. Pat Kelley, Bob WllheJtt4
Sparta, Thebes, Carthage, Rome
be able to combine an appreciation of learning a France (under Napoleon), the
~~~<?f~~~~~.~ ELll'J'OH • · · · · .•••••.••..••• C1.111 Coughlin
thing for its own sake with the discipline provided many countries of South America, S,ECRL' ..:.
· · · · · · : • · · · · · • • · ; · • •••..••. John Doyl.i
...1 nRY · · · · · ..•.••. · . • • • • • • . • • • . • . Rae,Jean C'Jn
by his grade-oriented courses to gain a fuller educa- Nazi Germany' a army (at the outPHOTOGRAPHERS .•..•••...••.• Seth Warner, Chuck l'nlater
tional experience, and perhaps go far toward the set of World War II, Japan under COLUMNISTS
..••.•........ Jt'rank Leinhart. J. Hlc:l,1ird Hape
Tojo. Whenever and wherever the
elimination of the concept of the educational scorecard, military baa been a separate claaa
P11tll1b• ·w111111, •11rl•1 1111 . . . ., ,,., 011111 ••rt•1 .aeanaa ••• •a•l•attea
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Letters to the Editor

The Bo,,cott • • • •
•
~~High ComedB'' anti tlie fl1iest1ons

* *

11 l1•11111.1•s Tal,1•s
P1•i1l1~

i11 llo111!t1tt

Finally,
as the
excellent
editorial
November 30, 1968 ing w·ith this very topic of compul- astical communities may threaten Editor
in the
NEWS
(Dec.
6) points
out,
sory attendance during which I eternal damnationsofdiversesorts; Xavier NEWS
we must sit down and consider
Dear Mike,
told Fr. Ratterman that I thought universities can only expel or fine. Dear Sir:
anew while we can still do so
rell'glous exercises made compul- But when the latter methods can
h h
Because of the wonted vagaries
Sory by a university were des pica- produce at the most only two-thirds
As an alumnus ('61 ), I note ca.1my
.t 1 w et. er or not
d compu
t
t 1sory
of our Post Office, the November
ble ·, and he immediately began to of the students in a 'normal' situ- with some pride both the univer- m1 11 ary science
I
an hre rea s are
15th issue of the News has only
ask Why I thought it despicable for atlon, I would think that those im- sity community's unequivocal fnecessary.
suspect
t at we. wi 11
d h
ti
now arrived. The dela:;, when addCom munity to gather to celebrate posing the penalties would begin action of boycotting a compulsory in, t f ey are rad ler
d a .convenience
.
ed to my distance and your inscru- a
tability, means that I don't know etc. Reg ardless of the decision to wonder if their ideology and the religious e.xercise and the decision - h1orh acu1ty an a fmuustrators -.
, respons1d
what has happened in the inter- whl. ch is finally reached on this students' one were any longer suf- of the university administration to w ic excuses us o our
bility to demonstrate
1or stu
th
f th
t ents
f
vening weeks. Though I cannot Part icular question, I know that ficiently similar to serve as the accept voluntary attendance.
.
.ese. aspec
d s .o a
o
At a ti me of s t u d ent-adml·ru·s - e. re1evance
therefore commentveryknowledge- J·t can be less rancorously achieved basis for common action.
confrontation
campuses As
umve~sity
and
Chn.shancommumty
e ucati~n.
ably on the furor surrounding the if this fundamental clarification of
Consequently, if you ask me for !ration th
t
Fon O'Conilor
with the
·question
1 d · kept in mind
.
h
.
t'
across e coun ry, r.
. .
.
I
nfid
boycott of the Memorial Mass, the the issues mvo
ve is
· my solution to t is given s1tua ion, h
d
t t d the essential rehg1ous exercises, am co 1 ent
th I
d
air of inappropriateness which
Id
th
t
lsory
at
as
emons
ra
e
th
t
X
.
k
't
· t
However, in the hallowe me wou
say
a compu
- strength and wisdom of the Uni- .a
av1er can. ma e 1 s .pom
what you published about the af- odology of philosophy, I see the tendance ought to be dropped. But
't
without compulsion and without
fair managed to convey makes me necessity of making a distinction. I would object to this being done versi y.
·
. jeopardizing the freedom of the
bold enough to add my two cents' From another viewpoint the Pres- only as a pragmatic and/or politiBy directing the fines into spec1- Christian conscience.
worth.
ident is right in raising the larger cal response to a given power play; fie channels, the students have yet
William J. Parente
Coming the week after the Com- question of the Memorial Mass I would prefer that it be treated another opportunity to supply'
as
such
and
I
purposefully
use
only
as
part
of
a
conflict
between
further
leadership
and
idealism
to
Assistant
Professor of
munity Conference, the juxtaposPolitical Science,
ition of the Student Council's state- the word 'larger' for It is a theore- divergent Weltanschauungen. The the community.
tlcal
indeed,
an ideological failure to see that there exists this
Antioch College
ment with Fr. O'Connor's can apque;tion.
And
ideological
questions conflict between the "Americanism"
0
pear as high comedy -- comedy
must be answered; or else the re- and "Catholicism" of the older adf
provided unfortunately by the Pressultan!
incoherent
experiences
will
ministrators
and
faculty
and
the
Dear
Editor:
amendment,
and
making
the
act?
ident himself. How can he expecl
WHY? 1 could repeatthe "Why" taking a drink illegal if not illicit.
students to take seriously his state- utterly shatter a community, es- forms which those two faiths take
It ls quite natural for the older
ments about his happiness In pecially an educational community among a generation whose whilei a thousand times and I would alaeelng "that Student Council was which finds its raison d'etre in the instinctual and intellectual makeup ways get the same answer. It ap- members of the Catholic laity to
vitally interested in forming a true transmission, criticism, and trans- has been shaped by modern WesJ pears that it ls basic to our exls- yearn for the old days when the
community of the various segments formation of ideologies. "Shall we tern and especially American cul- tence that as the old order changes, Priest faced the altar and said the
that make up Xavier University" picket the ROTC Review?' con- tural pluralism ls the source of so those who hold authority refuse or mass in Latin. Obviously with the
when he does not understand them tains lmpllclty the question of the many of X. U. 's difficulties and my cannot accept change. The author!- reinstatement of such forms of unwhen they try to communicate their meaning and actuality of freedom own most serious objection to my tative group, as things transition, intelligible worship many points
own opinions? Student Council's within contemporary American so- education there. And unless this become increasingly afraid of of contention in the church would
statement that you quoted clearly ciety and ultimately within society co_nfllct can be brought to more change and of what appears to be disappear, because there was an
said that they were not advocating in general. "Shall we 'lower' our explicit consciousness at thl~ given an apparent demise of their au- explicit and implicit instruction for
a boycott or -the --Me_morial Mass admission standards in order to moment, the process of reconcilla- thority. All who question the cur- every move including the consideras such but were oruy protesting take in more blacks?' means as tion can only grow more difficult. rent authority are considered to be ation of private conscience.
compulsory attendance. And so well "What ls the relationship beIn summary, my own long run misguided. This phenomena of auWhen I look at all the facets in
Fr. O'Connor replies with what I tween a university education and proposal is that a good sociology thorlty and change appears to be context as a husband and as a
am certain is a sincere statement America's middle class mores?"
department would make the rest the position of the A~erican father, having a sense of Christian
of his own position but one which
Such questions must be answer- of the university more explicity Bishops. The beloved faithful or responsibility to my children, I
is nevertheless logically unsound ed and as I said before, I think it aware of what the problems and the simple laity are not as sub- find it most difficult to accept imon two counts.
1) It is solely is espedially the task ofa university techniques involved were. In the missive to authority as past gen- plicitly the pronouncements of the
an attempt to defend the Memorial community to answer them. Fr. tradition of most pre-contemporary erations.
American Bishops on 'human life'.
Mass as such and that on grounds O'Connor therefore has a legit!- philosophers, I would agree that
To me it is unfortunate that the
with which a sizeable if not pre- mate criticism of Student Council's religious experience is an essential·
Why must these members of the issue of authority (inofuer apd
ponderant proportion of students advocacy of the boycott in that prerequisite for philosophizing; but church challenge Episcopal au- teacher) must revolve arou~d the
are already in agreement with; 2) they were unilaterally provoking I must also agree with my con- thority? Why do they not accept issue of contraceptives. The1r auit is not an attempt to justify com- a confrontation before the whole temporaries that the awareness explicitly what we say? Is not Paul thority is no more in jeopardy
pulsory attendance. How can you community had achieved con- and explication of cultural rela- the successor to Peter? Do we not than mine as head of a family. As
form a true community without sensus. But I personally sympath- tivism which only sociology can share in his teaching authority? head of my family, my approach
true communication?
ize with the students. Ho~ long give is also a sine qua non of the Why do the younger clergy -:Vish with my children is considerably
This particular instant obfusca- must we talk! This ~ueshon ~as philosophical task. In the ~hort to be heard? Haven't w~ bmlt a different than that of my father
tion seems to be almost a condi- been openly discussed m the ~prmg run, good luck and keep talking! unique system of Catholic educa- with me. I have no reason t~ doubt
tion! The laity, particularly the the faith and understandmg of
tioned response among some of '66 as I already mentioned.
Peace,
younger members, do not appear Christianity possessed by my chilpeople on this issue. I recall a The tradition of merely 'cutting'
Mike Marchal, , 66
to be appreciative or grateful. In dren. I further believe that they
FAST talk 2~-~ years ago now deal- was well established when I came
fact they can be classified as re- have a deeper and more meaningto the University in '62. Ecclesi·
111 ~ ~~II 6 ,.. j"
1• "'"" ~ fJ .~ ~ e. ~ bellious. Thus we have a clear ful love of the mystical body of
!
fJ, fl
ff J•
w!' • lj · . ,
••
•• tf,
i"JI •
mandate for law and order. They, Christ in that they comprehend the
To The Editor
3. Some protests are based on real
your method of protest.or you
the simple laity, need clear concise message of Chris ti an i ty with
Xavier News
and reasonable ground. Others
won't last a day.
statements of intent. Let there be broader understanding much betThe contents of recent issues of
would never get started were it
no misunderstanding that Ameri- ter than I do. They do care and
Sincerely,
Xavier News, the ill-conceived and
not for the protest fade. The
can Catholicism is theologic~lly they do not accept shame or blin?
Edward A. Foy,
poorly written "Attempt" and the
latter kind reflect immaturity
dominated by thephysicalrelation- obedience. As a parent comrnumCl ass of 1940 A. B.
recent news on the boycott of comof judgment and a continuing
ships of the laity. It is possible eating with maturing ~o~s .and
pulsory Masses on the Xavier
need for the education of the
that Heaven and Earth could pass daughters, [ know the hm1tahons
campus - all of these prompt _the
protestor.
away but it is the delineation of of blind authority.
following disconnected observahon 4 . As F'alher Hesburgh of Notre
this theological principal which
The American Bishops cannot
11J
I~
from the Alumnus.
Dame once said, "The primary
•consumes the American Bishop to be so self-deceptive as to believe
I. A recognition of the value of
role of students is to learn, not
that blind acceptance of their authe encl of time.
an education at Xavier will not
to teach. If they think otherAs many informed members of thority will continue to work .for
come io most undergraduate
wise they should go out, found
them in dealing with the emerging
the
laity know, there has been a
students until years after they
their own university, and take
Once again the Xavier Film Somembers of the laity. Granted, the
wide variance of opinion by biships
graduate. This was true in my
ciety presents another series of fine
transition is difficult. However, the
lessons
from
their
students."
of other nationalities which procase, and I know of many,
films for your entertainment. The
all prevailing sex issue will not be
vides a clear understanding by the
many others whose experience 5. I'll stick by Xavier on the basis
first Movie to be presented will be
settled by the Pope, by the Bishops
of the product they helped turn
laity that not all Episcopal auwas the same as mine.
THE PAWNBROKER and it will
or by the clergy but will be settled
out - and don't forget parents
thority see the issue in the same
2. Everyone has to "gripe" ocbe shown Friday Jan. 10th atl:30
by the individuals concerned, that
had something to do with this
light. It is unfortunate that the
casionally about some pet
and 8:00 P.M. The movie is an
is, a man and a woman through
job
too-eminent
men
in
medihold
over
of
Puritanical
thinking
peeve whether real or imagiexcellent representation of German
the covenant that exists between
cine, law, physics, chemistry,
of the American past has seeped
nary, and some wlll continue
Jew's conflict with the present and
them. They and they alone must
into
the
equation.
One
can
rememthis ego inflating practice to
literature, education, business, the past. Rod Steiger is the star of
answer for their intimate acts of
ber when the national legislative
the grave.
and religion. I said "men" not this Academy nominee.
body attempted to pre-empt the love.
doctors, notlawyers, not priests
The next to be shown, Elvira importance of an individual's conSincerely,
- but educated men who know Madigan, was voted the best forw. Frank Armstrong, '41
science in promulgating the 18th
their real goal in this life.
eign film of 1967. This Cinema V
6. Just as there maybe a bad release ls sure to please all those
apple or two on tlie teaching fans of A Man and a Woman.
Xavier University
The times for Elvira Madigan
Cincinnati, Ohio
staff (according to Attempt), are Tuesday Jan. 14, 7:00, FriThe Immigration and Nation- to those who are accredited to the
so I know there are more than day the 17th at 1:30 and 8:-- p.m. ality Act requires that aliens in the United Nations. The parent or
Letter to the l<Jditor:
a few on the student body, as and Saturday the 18th at 8:00 United States on January 1, each legal guardian of alien children
One Word Says It!
witness the powerful subject p.m. The final film, to be shown year, shall report their address under fourteen ( 14) y<!ars of age
Immaturity i5 the word that
matter, the powerful presenta- Feb. 6th at 7:00 Feb. 7th at 1:30 during the month of January. This must submit an addrc3g report for
descrihes those :.tudcnt~ who boytion, and powerful language of and 8:00 p.m. and Feb. 8th at is required even though the alien such alien.
cotted the annual Memorial !\-lass.
Allempfc
Any alien who is temporarily
8:00 p.m. is FOU A FEW DOL- has not changed his address since'
Come on hoys ·- let's grow up!
7. A word of' advice: Tf you go LARS MOim, the film, staring the last report.
absent from the United States on
Sincerely,
into business in order to ·earn Clint FJastwood was one of the new
Thia law does not apply to January 1, must report his address
Margart:! Konernmn
your bread and keep, change breeds of Italian Westerns.
aliens her~ in diplomatic status nor within ten(lO)daysafterhisrnturn.
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Frosh Even Reeord
MORAL
VICTORY By DENNIS ECKART, News Sports Reporter
AT MOBILE The Xavier and Kentucky fresh- Friday, December 20, saw the
men met in a rematch Saturday
December 14 before the varsity
game and again the Kentucky
Wildcats came out on top 79-72
in a hard fought game.
UK displayed good ball control
and passing in the first half and
coupled with good rebounding and
a soft outside shot enabled them to
enjoy a first half lead of 11 points.

By JOHN PRICE.

By CHUCK QUINN, News Sports Editor
As many of you may or may not know, I am the new sports editor. My
name is Chuck Quinn.

If you have been reading the paper in the past you will know that I have
been on the sports staff for some time. You are also acquainted with the
excellent work that Jack Murray has turned out as sports editor. I hope that
my staff and myself can follow along Jack's line and give you a sports section
that you can be proud of.
My right hand man will be John Price. He will serve as Associate Sports
Editor. Chris Nicolini will be our star' reporter. Denny Eckart will cover
the Freshman Sports. Oceasibnally we will thrill readers with articles from
Pete Fitzgerald. Jack Murray will return in the form of feature articles. Marji
Woodhouse is our staff typist. Providing action packed photos are Seth Warner
and Chuck Triestar.
I would like to take this opportunity to invite anyone who is interested in
writing or has any suggestions to go to the XU News Office. If you have any
idens we'll be glad to listen to them. After all its your paper and you can
make it what you want it to be.
I would like lo extend another invitation. This one would concern a group
more so than an individual. It could almost be classifie1l under community
action. It could also be classified under sports or recreation. It deals with the
St. Paul Tt-en Center. A bunch of guys get togetl1er at tl1e center and have
pick up games in any sport~. This is an excellent opportunity for intramural
basketball teams to get in some practice "under fire." Dean Floyd, head of
tl1e Teen Center, feels that the outside competition would do the boys a world
of good. It would also be a good chance for the Muskies to be able to use
some more atl1lctic facilities. Anyone desiring more infom1ation can get in
touch with me tl1rough the News Office and I will gladly fill them in on the
details.
Jack Cherry, Xavier's Sports lnfom1ation Director, was predicting all along
that Ohio State would win the Rose Bowl by two touchdowns. He wasn't too
far wrong as the Buckeyes' defeated USC 27-16. The OSU triumph over the
Trojans undoubtedly sweetened Mr. Cherry's trip to the game.
Congratulations are in order for Jack Murray. Jack is now using his
journalistic abilities for tlie Cincinnati Enquirer. Over tlie past couple of weeks
he has written some fine articles tliat have appeared in daily newspaper.

The Xavier Musketeers came
within three points of capturing the
Mobile Classic but they won the
hearts of the Alabama fans.
The Muskies bowed to the host
Auburn Tigers 75-73 on a fifteen
foot jump shot with three seconds
remaining. The deadly field goal
nullified a valiant effort which saw
XU come back from an 8 point
deficit in the final three minutes.
The Muskies became the sentimental favorites of the sparse
crowds that attended the Christmas
tournament after they downed
nearby University of West Florida
75-67 in the semi-finals.
XU blew a 21 point halftime
lead in that contest, but paced by
Luther Rackley's 29 points, the
Muskies prevailed.
The defeat in the championship
game was made even more bitter
by the fact that XU appeared to
be in charge during the first half.

A resurgent Muskieteamcaught
on fire the second half though and
fought Kentucky basket for basket
until 9:50 when they went up by
one point.
A see saw battle developed but
with about four minutes left UK
started to pull away for keeps and
finished seven points up 79-72.

IM NOTES
The winners of the Wrestling
Tournament are as follows: Tony
Sansone (123), Ralph Watson
( 130), Ted Shoen ( 157), John
Buhrman (167), John McGinnis
( 177), Dave Dorley ( 187), Bob
Covode (heavyweight). Ralph
Watson won his weight division
for the second time in a row.
The 1st Annual Tug-0-Warcontest and the Badminton Tournament will be held shortly. To obtain

Tom Schlager burned the Tigers
with some phenomenal outside
shooting. At one point Tom drilled
home five consecutive jumpers.
Auburn, a pre-season choice to
challenge Kentucky for the SEC
title, caught the ,Muskies in a
second half letdown and built up

Bill Warf won the Intramural
Bowling Tournament with a 603
score. Alex Trip1U11er and Gene
Wright were the runner-ups.

~~··'·-~·

moments and set up the heartbreaking finish.
The Muskies placed Tom
Schlager and Luther Rackley on
the All-Tournament team, and Lu's
failure to gain MVP honors was
greeted with boos throughout the
Civic Arena.
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Raekley Stars
As XU Splits
By JOHN PRICJ!:, News Assoc-Sports Editor

The Muskies seemingly had
cheir. victory within their grasp,
but Old Dominion, sparked by
Buttons Speakes and Dick St. Clair,
roared from behind and evened
the score at 70-70 on a pair of
clutch free throws by cool St. Clair
Don Darby, filling in for foul- with nine seconds remaining.
burdened Tom Rohling, andsupersub Chris Hall .were able to wittle
The Muskies called time out to
the St. Joe's lead to s~ several set up a last play. Luther Rackley
times, but the smallest player on was stationed under the Old Dothe court, 5'8" Dan Kelly, scored minion 'basket with Terry Slllies
ten points in the last six minutes between the foul llneandmid-court.
to sink the Muskies.
The pass came into Slllies and it
appeared as though time would
Rackley dominated the board run out. He fed Rackley whose
play all night retrieving 19 errant desperation shot at the buzzer zipshots whlle leading all scorers with ped cleanly through the net to even
27 points. Kelly paced the Haw~·~ the
record at 3-3.
attack. finishing. with.• 18 .polnta: :. ·.· .- . .- · · · · · • · · · · · .•
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join the fun bunch this winter at
. Ohio's
first and finest ski
resort
Double Ch•!r lift • Two T-Bars • Five
Rope Tows
~lectric

On Saturday, January 11th
there will be a Volleyball Clinic.
It will be held from two till four
in the afternoon. The Clinic will
be conducted by Mr. Hugh
Parrish.

On December 16th Old
Dominion College, sporting a plus
90 scoring average, invaded the
fieldhouse and nearly hand the
Muskies their third straight
setback.
Getting big efforts from Chris
Hall and Don Darby the Muskies
put together one of their best firsthalf displays of the year to lead
34-24 at the intermission.
Darby, making his initial start
of the year, scored 11 points and
grabbed 12 rebounds In the first
twenty minutes.
Hall was the brilliant floor director of the Muskies' fast break as
he thrilled the crowd with blind
passes and fine shooting.

x. u.

further infmmation watch the Intramural Bulletin Boards.
Mark Mallette won the Pass,
Punt and Kick Contest with a total
of 177 yards which is anew intramural record. Tom Orth and Dan
Ruhlman were the runner-ups.

what seemed to be a safe lead.
j)
An aggressive man-to-man
press closed the gap in the waning _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...._.,,__ _ _ _ _ _ _..,

John Shinners has received another All-American laurel. He was picked to
the Time Magazine All-American Squad. This is truely a fine honor for .I ohn
because the head scouts of both professional leagues picked this team.

Still searching for a successful
combination, the Xavier Musketeers split their final two decisions
against St. Joseph's and Old Dominion before the arrival of the
holiday v.acatton.
The Muskies, unable to shake
their cold- shooting streak, got
another super performance from
Luther Rackley, but it wasn't
enough as the St. Joe's Hawks
came away with a 76-67 verdict.
Neither team was impressive in
the early going as theHawksopened up a shaky 33-27 lead at the
half. Despite their own poor shooting of 323,. the Philly five capitalized on the even more frigid Xavier
shooters who could connect on
only 293 of their attempts from
the field and 353 of their free
throws.
Playing without their leading
rebounder Mike Hauer, the Hawks
quickly busted to a twelve point
advantage early in the second hall
and thelrleadwasnevt>rthreatened.

little Muskies come back against
the always tough University of
Dayton Freshmen squad in what ls
usually a preview of things to happen in a few years.
It was a pretty evenly matched
_throughout the game but Xavier
came out on top 81-80.
Even though Dayton enjoyed a
height advantage with their 6' 11"
center and 6'4" forwards the rebounding was evenly distributed
between the two clubs which is a
credit to Xavier's defense and
positioning.
The scoring was well broken
down as all the Muskies who saw
action tallied as well as all the
Dayton starters.

Snow Machines • Groomed Slopes • N1eht Skiing
" ....
., .....lounees
h• , ...' · ::;-::;:· · ""~:
~~
Three
Fireplace
.!-1~:--.
Hot Food and Beverages
Ski Shop • Ski School
Rental Skis, Boots, Poles
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FREE FOLDER! Write SNOW TRAILS, 801 160, Mansfield, Ohio 44901 or phone (4191 522-7393
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·. That group really gives r~,
you the cold shoulder. t ·•
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So fight ice with ice. Bribe them with a bottle of ice-cold
•
~oca-Cola. F~r Coke ~as the refreshing taste you never get
tired of. Thats why things go better with Coke, after Coke . after Coke.
'
.Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by:
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati
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Pete
Prediets
By PETE FITZGERALD
Baltimore will defeat New York
28-7 in the Super Bowl.
The Boston Celtics wlll defeat
the Los Angeles Lakers 4 games
to 3 to win the NBA title.
Wilt Chamberlain wlll for the
1oth time say Bill Russell had
butter teammates.
The Royals will stay in Cincinnati.
Tay Baker, if he does not win
the MVC, will not be back at UC.
Ed Biles will remain at Xavier.
St. Louis will win the NL pennant and Boston will win the AL
pennant with St. Louis winning the
series 4-3.
Gale Sayers will reign again as
the league's premier runner and
Tony Conigliaro will make a successful comeback.
UCLA will win the NCAA and
St. Johns the NIT.

MUSKIES STUN FLYERS
59-55

~luskie

Mors•~ls

By CHUCK QUINN, News Sports Editor
Last Saturday the Xavier
Musketeers upset the 0 a y lo n
Flyers in a thrilling ballgame,
59 -55. A field goal by Joe
Gromada and· two free throws
by John Zeides with less than a
minute to go gave XU the victory.

At the beginning of the second
half Xavier began an amazing
comeback. The shooting of Rackley, Tom Schlager and Don
Darby brought XU hack into
contention. Rackley made two free
throws with three and a half minThe Muskies were behind the utes to go to tie the game al 55
entire first half as the Flyers led all. Neither team could score till
36-28. Pacing Dayton were Gromada and Zeides put the
George Janky and Dan Sadlier Muskies ahead.
with 15and 10 points respec·
Rackley had 21 points and 14
tively. Luther Rackley had 10 rebounds for the Muskies while
poin~s for the M usketee~s at half~ Zeides chipped ,in ~ith 10 points.
time.

Muskies
Down
Loyola
By CHRIS NICOLINI,
On Friday, December 2oth, the
Xavier University· basketeers defeated Loyola of California 81-71.
Relying on a 503 shooting accuracy and 54-30 rebounding edge,
Xavier was never headed.
Nur5lng an early lead to a 4834 haliUme bulge, X had its biggest
advantages, leads of 68-40and 7042, with just over 13 minutes left.
Coach George Krajack, then substituted freely, thus allowing the
Californians to reduce the final
margin to ten points.
Balance paid well for the Muskies. Four men were in double
figures, with Tom Schlager's 21
points and 12 reboundsleadingthe
way. Chris Hall followed with 16,
while John Zeldes and Luther
Rackley tallied 13 and 12 points
respectively. Big Luke also cleaned
the boards 13 times.
Jim Handerleln lead Loyola
with 21 points.

Bow
to
Dukes
On Sunday, December 22nd, the
Duquesne University defeated the
Xavier Musketeers. The Muskies
jumped out to an early lead and
Jed for the first 11 minutes of play.
The lead changed hands numerous
times before two Duquesne fa1t
breaks put the Dukes-ahead at the
half.

·..

The Muakiee could not mount
up any kind of an attack in the
1econd half as ju1t about everything Duqueene threw up went in.
. '· .Th~ .final pqqueene 77, Xavier. 58..
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-------------Although radng season ended
in November with the Timme Angsten ·Regatta held in Chicago over
Thanksgiving, Xavier's sailing
club stlll has been busy.
With the conclusion of racing
season all the boats had to be
brought to the clubhouse where
they were given a thorough overhaul and then taken down to Char·
ley's Lake near the Four Season
Regatta where they wlll remain
throughout the winter. In late January a Frost Bite Series will kick
off the racing season. This wlll
continue until late March when
the spring season wlll open.
John Carroll University wlll be
the scene this year of the annual
MCSA winter meetings. Clubs
from all over the U.S. wlll come
to set up their spring racing ached·
ules and elect the MSCA omcers
for the new year. Greg Haskell ls
currently running for Commodore
of the MCSA.
This week Xavier's sailing club
in conjunction with UC are sponsoring an arm chair regatta. An
arm chair regatta ls to aalllng
what bench :acing ls to sport car
racing. Although no real radng
takes place, everyone discusses the
highlights of the past racing
season and what ls to come in the
1prlng sea1on. O.S. U., Ohio Wesleyan, Wright State, Ohio University and Indiana are but some !Jf
the many 1choola ~omlng up
for the party.
Saturday night January 11, the
club ls sponsoring a dance in the
armory featuring Cincinnati's own
New Lime. The theme of the dance
ls LOVE IN '69. Everyone 11
welcome and the charge wlll be
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Ken Lehmann, a former star
linebacker at Xavier, has been
selected as the top defensive lineman in the Canadian league for
the fourth time ... Danny Abramowicz was here for SteveBailey's
wedding to the former Miss Barb
Murray on December 20th . . .
Dave Lynch also here for Duquesne
and Dayton games, on leave from
his new outpost Fort Sill, Okla.
... Jack Cherry worked press box
for the Rose BoWf. . . Friend who
say X lose to home team Auburn
75. 73 in Mobile Classic says that
it was the worst "homer" job he
has ever seen. So much so that
Auburn fans cheered Xavier's
comeback and booed their team
.. John Shinners closes out his
bowl appearances when North
meets South in Senior Bowl at the
same Mobile, Alabama 2 p.m. on
NBC-TV. Tom Young produced
the five minute special at halftime
ofXU-UD game on TV ... Technical viewing difficulty spoiled his
hard work ... Pete Fitzgerald, X
student from Boston, did the
"color" for Joe Thompson of
wKRC in the game between Royals
and Celts last week .

N THE 50-----..

A Football Player Is

Made

ay JOHN Pa1cE,
News A1&oc-Sports Editor
He came by way of Roger Bacon
High school and Ohio State University but John Kasselman made
it to Xavier and has been a standout at middle guard for the past
several seasons.
Being a standout was nothing
new for John as he was just about
"all-everything" while playing for
Bacon. Besides gaining all-City,
all-GCL, and all-Ohio honors,
John was selected as a high school
all-American and Ohio's outstanding lineman in his senior year.
It was off for Columbus for
John to pursue his college career,
but he never did appear in a varsity game. What he calls a "personality conflict" prompted John
to transfer and he returned to Cincinnati.
"I had my choice of Xavier or
U.C.," said John. "I hate U.C. so
I came to Xavier."
When Roger Bacon football is
mentioned, the name Bron Bacevich immediately comes to mind.
The plaudits flow fast when John
talks about Coach Bacevich. "He
has to be the greatest high school
coach in America," beams John.
What makes him such a great
coach? "He has the ability to make
football players out of guys who
aren't," explained John.
Kasselman was a special project
of Bacevich when he entered high
school. John had never played
football until he came under Bron's
wing. Today he proudly proclaims
"Coach Bacevich made rne what
I am."

KASSELMANN
The greatest memory John will
take from Xavier, besides the victories over Cincinnati, was a hectic
return trip from Kalamazoo. That
much interrupted plane ride following a Western Michigan game
made for one of the longest days
ln Xavier football history.
The 6'3", 215 pound Kasselman had many outstanding days
on the field, but he considers the
7-6 victory over Miami in 1967
as his best performance.
John was disappointed that the
team could come up with only six
victories this year, but he also
, pointed out that when you have a
winning season youcan'tcomplain
too much. "I thought that only
Miami had a better team than us,"
remarked John.
A teaching career lies ahead for
John, and he is presently prepar- .
ing for it as a student teacher of
history at Roger Bacon.

BASKETBALL
XAVIER
vs
MARQUETTE
LIVE FROM MILWAUKEE ON

wcxu
9: 15 P.M. ( EST)
SATURDAY JANUARY 11, 1969
BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE
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P11e Six

Th and Pl

Frank Leinhart
some· good hard serious thought.
Then let us try to work toward a
prevent this would bea secret police more equitable and just system but
vidual tries to overcome it. As a type of organization spying on our remember rights imply responsimatter of fact people don't act ac- military leaders. With the secret bility apd if we. abandon our recording to common sense.
police types, the question of who sponsibility we take a big risk of
losing our rights.
The upshot of all this is simply could give the most in return for
the conclusion that a reunification services would be a great considerof God with man ls contingent on ation. Militarytakeoverwouldruin
a reunification of man's self-ideal this country perhaps not violently
with his self-image. The alienation but at least economically and
is guilt. So the reunification must politically.
be through absolution. And since
If this seems wild and far-fetched,
the wound .or guilt is internal, so check into your history books, look
must be the absoluti~n or healing. at the past, if history can't be a
In other words, it 1s not nearly warning to you at least give it
so important psychologically for
•
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Revolution-Church Hierarchy II
In the last column we tried to
Man has a self-ideal which dicdeal with the problem of aliena- tates what he should be and a
lion generated by the Institutional self-image which reflects how he
Church. An individual's view of sees himself in relation to his selfGod and what he himself should be ideal. Examination of conscience
are so intertwined that if God be- can quite easily become pathologicomes transcendent or alienated, cal, generating ever greater alienathen he sees himself as equally all- tion of self-ideal from self-image.
enated from what he should be. Now God can be immanent only
The whole significance of the Incar- through tlie self-ideal, so if the selfnation should be that Christ has ideal is pushed ever higher into the
become immanent in individual upper-stratosphere of irrelevancy,
man. But too often God's imma- so Is God. The Incarnation insists
nence in the external Church has on God-s immanence here and now
been attained at the expense of his in the individual. But by over-emimmanence within the individual. phasls on man's depravity through
And nowhere is this better exempli- original sin on the one hand and
fied than in the confessional.
God's transcendence on the other
In theory, the whole movement the Institutional· Church has neatly
of confession should be an over- reversed this trend.
.
coming of alienation. The penitent
The interesting thing about this
should once again be the focus self-image and self-ideal dichotomy
of God's immanence. But as a mat- is that only self-image really dieter of fact the priest, not the peni- tates our actions. We act like the
tent ls the focus of God's presence kind of people we think we are;
-- the external Church rather than the worse we think we are, the
the individual. The individual con- worse we act. Common sense dicfronts an essentially transcendent tales that the greater the alienation
God In confession, an alienated of self-image from self-ideal, the
God, a God aymbolizird by the harder we try to overcome it. But
priest as distinct and apart from common sense also dictates the
himself. Let us investigate the pay- greater the alienation of God from
chology of this sltuatibn.
the individual, the harder the indi-

ACCURATE TYPING
AT S3.00 PER HOUR
Call 381- I 226 for Information.
BECKER BUSI NESS BUREAU
Provident Tower 381-1226

THE SHIRT
LAUNDRY
3818 Montsmaery Raad
EVANSTON
Olle Block South of Dana
Few Block1 North of the Donn

(Continued from page 2)
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reunified, then God as immanent :;:::
within self-ideal becomes imman-
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Hiri1111 Bunk Cou.naelors, Specialists in Arts and Crafts,
Nabi.re, Watersports, WSL New 400 ~re camp openi"ll
JuTll! '69 in Switzerland Co., Indiana. Excellent pay for
experienced personneL
Write:
CAMP LIVINGSTON
1580 Summit Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45237 or phoTll!:
761-7500
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DANCING SEVEN NIGHTS
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ent within man. In a sense, the ~;
Incarnation has been re-enacted.
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1969 Caprice Coupe

Earn between $20 - $35 per
week, working part time 011
your campus. Become a campus representative for VISA,
an International Student Marketing Corporation. No selling
involved.
Contact

VISA Sales Center
Box 3064
Madison, wisconsin

'tr'trf.:rMENU"tt'tC"fl
l•eclef C•f C••r·lrele4

• Sirlof n Steak
• Idaho la1ctll Potat1
C•er1 Crl•• Gertie•

• Salad Bowl r~
Ir 1

I Ii•

Garlic
Fn1tch loll

ROSELAWN
7800 leading lld.

NORTHERN KY.
42141 Di•ie Hwy.
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HELP!

STEAKHOUSE
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BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF ORY BUNDLES
e 4-HOUR SERVICE e
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No clowns. No hoopla. No
funny hats.
·
This is an event for the serious
car buyer. The man who has X num·
her ,of dollars to spend and is determined to get his money's worth and
maybe more.
Come to a Chevrolet Showroom
during our Value Showdown.
Ask the man to show you, on
paper, how you can order most any

1969 Chevrolet with a big VS and
automatic transmission for less than
you could last year.
Come in and spend some time.
Dig, probe, ask questions, take notes.
You owe it to yourself to be thorough.
Go for a drive.
Get a free sample of Chevrolet•s
luxurious full-coil, cushioned ride.
Shut the windows and see how fresh
the interior stays, thanks to Astro

Ventilation. Feel the kick of the biggest standard VS in our field.
Then go down the street or across
town and see how we stack up against
.
Those Other Cars.
We think you'll wind up with a
Chevy.
More people do, you know.
Puttlns rou· flret,

--+++-·

k••P• u1 flret.

The Chevrolet
Value Showdown is on.
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XU St11dentsGreenfield
Named
toWho's Who
Thirty-five Xavier University
Dr.; Paul J. Alvin C. Gay, Dayton; and James
7120
students have been named to the Cooper, 2818 Lawndale; Daniel L. R. Hague, Steubenville.
1968 edition of "Who's Who Daly, 1034 Benz Ave.; Lee Roy
Michael J. Henson, Sidney; Wilamong Students in American Uni- DeShazor, 843 Findlay St.; Frank liam J. Cummins, Maryville, Mo.;
verslties and Colleges."
B. Lienhart, 5579 Edger Dr.; Eu- John D. Krisor, Mt. Prospect, Ill.;
The honor Is given to the na- gene J. Otting, 830 Seton; Eric W. Michael L. Lang and Arthur J.
tion's most outstanding campus Volek, 641 Compton Rd.; and Ed- McGivern, Chicago; James C.
leaders selected byuniversitynomi- ward M. Yokley, 6610 Plainfield Lank, Falls Church, Va.; Michael
nating committees and editors of Road.
F. Lyon, Niles, Ill.; D. Wayne
The others are Eugene L. Beau- Meier, Ashkum, Ill.; Dennis A.
the annual directory. The students
are chosen for academic achieve- pre, Washington, D.C.; Timothy Repenning, Brooklyn, Ohio; Alexment, service to the community, M. Burke, Lawrence P. Kelley and ander H. Smith, Charleston, W.
leadership In extracurricular acti- Dale E. Mutryn, Cleveland; Mich- Va.; Robert A. White, Middletown;
vities and future potential.
ael T. Cooney and William A. Im- and Louis H. Borgmann, IndianMore than 100 institutions of parato, Westfield, N.J.; John J. apolis. .
higher learning are represented in Goger, Roselle, N.J.; Daniel 0.
Also named was David Littman,
the 1968 directory.
Smith and Robert J. Wilhelm, son of Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Litt.
.
Toledo; Robert T. Rice, Jr., and man, 3928 Red Bud Ave.; a senior
Nme of the ~av1er repTrhesenta-. John E. Zeller, Springfield; N.
ey are George Eder Bl
·
Ill . anthropology major at Washinglives are from Cincinnati.
ton University, St. Louis, Missouri.
'
oomrng10
Linas A. Bieliauskas, 2968 Compton Rd.; Edward P. Brueggeman,

CLets (joSteady'Potaver
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FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, meet people,
SUMMER and YEAR ROUND. 20 countries, 9 paying job categories offered. For FREE cultural program literature including
details and applications, write: "ISTC admissions, 866 United
Nations Plaza, New York, N. Y. A Non·Profit Student Mem. Or anization.

UHURU MARKET

"DAZZLING! Once you see it, you'll never again picture

AFRO-AMERICAN

'Romeo &Juliet' quite the way you did before!"

BOOKS AND ART

Foreverne11 • • • A perfect diamond 11 the
. perfect 1ymbol of your love . • • • forever
Student Charge Account• Invited

,.

-LlFE

TECHNICOLOR

ROMEO

3381 READING RD.

WASSERMAN

~JULIET

"LIBERATION

JEWELERS

No ordinary love stor~'....·

THROUGH KNOWLEDGE"

11

BEIUTIFUL! The entire film is a poem of
youth, love and violence I"

961-9546

-PLAYBOY

~

~

605 Race Street •Cincinnati • Phone 621•0704

+

+
+

CALIFORNIA
'ED RIPE TOMATOES

-~-~o

THE FINEST CHEESES

+

A LOT

A ROMATIC SPICESFROM AROUND THE WORLD
THE WILDEST VARIETY IN TOWN

50c

50C

PIZZA

NOTGOOD
ON ALL YOU CAN
EAT NIGHT

FOOD VAlUE REDEEMAllE AT
4222 MontpMry ...

FREE
DELIVERY!

ZINO'S

50c

NAME~~~~~~~~~~~
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kNOW HOW

50c THE MOST DELICIOUS

NOT VAUD AFTER MAY 30, 1969
OR ON SPECIAL PROMOTIONS

NOT GOOD
ON ALL YOU CAN
EAT NIGHT
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Ratterman Pays Visit to Campus
By DENNIS A. REPENNING, News Managing Editor

side of the boycott. In summarizing, Fr. Ratterman saw the boycott as "registering a trend in
Catholic universities."
During his recuperation period,
Fr. Ratterman had a chance to
complete his book, "The Emerging Catholic University. The book

Well-rested after six months of leisurely life, and
having authored a book on Catholic Education,
Fr. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J., paid a brief visit
to the Xavier campus this past Monday, January 6.
The trip to campus was the Vice-President of Student
Affairs' first since his heart attack this past July.

''A good university, so to speai,
should be a dangerous place''.

...,...

:·'.

In town for a brief stay before
Regarding the recent campus
departing for his second Carib- happenings, Fr. Ratterman noted
bean cruise (It's doctor's orders that the Community Conference
... and it isn't costing the order a was a "splendid idea" and a step
thing), Fr. Ratterman found time in the right direction. Referring
to chat with professors, students, to the Mass boycott and its surand fellow administrators .... rounding events, he felt that "a
and between the nervous click- more meaningful liturgy is needed
clicks of the camera shutter and a on campus." But, he continued,
stack of important correspondence conservative elements on''campus,
to delve through (Christmas which Fr. Ratterman termed "the
cards), managed to provide the Old Guard," viewed this type of
local media with more than a few student action as a negative one timely insights.
and thus failing to find the positive
was originally a series of contributing essays for Catholic publications, Fr. Ratterman later united
them and expanded them into
a ful.1-scale ,book .. Asked about the
publication s central theme, he replied that, "Catholic universities
were thought to be 'ghetto institutions' where the religious faith of
the students was to be protected."
This attitude, continued Father, is
out with contemporary society. "A
good university, so to speak,
should be a dangerous place."

Despi te his recent illness, Fr.
Ratterman maintains an interest
in.Xavier affairs.
Not altogether improper for anaspiring author, Fr. Ratterman
discussed the details of his book.
"The book will be released this
month by the )<,ordham University
Press," revealed Fr. Ratterman.
Interested Xaveir studentry are
assured that copies will be available in the bookstore after the
book release.

Biafra
So far the Organization for Interracial Awareness's Food for
Biafra Drive has collected $384.53
for the United Nations' Children's
Fund. After the December 12collection, a check for $281.53 was sent
to the U.S. Committeefot: UNICEF.
An earlier check for $97 was sent
after the Sam and Dave Concert
collection. In addition, $6 has been
received since the latest collections.
"On behalf of Ralph Watson,
president of the 0.1.A, and all of
us, I would like to express our
deep gratitude to all who have
contributed to our drive so far,"
said Mike Barnas, Drive Chairman. "I'd also like to thank all
of those who have given their time
and energy to making the drive a
success."
In Biafra, meanwhile, the picture was bleak. With the opposing
sides deadlocked, there was no
sign of a political solution to the
14-month old conflict. The seed for
next year's crop has already been
consumed, and the · supp 1y of
starchy foods is running out.
So far the relief operations have
concentrated on the more easily
transported high - protein foods.
With starchy foods running out
and no opportunity to increase the
flow of relief supplies, relief workers
were faced with soaring death rates
as the toll climbed to tens of thou·
sands per day.
At Xavier this week, Muskies
.took part in a Work for Biafra
Drive. On Tuesday and Wednesday, dozens of students volunteered
their time to several work projects
that will begin in February and
promised their paychecks to UNICEF. The. target for this phase of
the drive is $300 or about 225

jjj___~o~=:~

Back in his inner sanctum for
the first time since summer, Fr.
Ratterman checks out his desk.

SOMETHING NEW IN CAMPUS LIVING
AVAILABLE JANUARY, 1969

"THE FRATERNITY HOUSE"
A NEW COMPONENT OF THE LINK COMPLEX
- ADJOINING THE XAVIER CAM PUS

1544 Dana Ave, at Ledgewood Drive
e

2 MINUTES FROM CLASS, CHAPEL AND CAFETERIA

e

SWIMMING POOL PRIVILEGES Al MA.NOR HOUSE

e

WALL TO WALL CARPETING. PRIVATE TELEPHONE UNE.

e

WASHER- DRYERS, SNACKS, DRINKS, CIGARmES VENDING MACHINES
AVAILABLE AT MANOR HOUSE

e

TELEVISION. NEWLY REDECORATED, NEW FURNITURE & DRAPES.
e

YARD AND LARGE PORCH FOR SUMMER LOUNGING.

e

FULLY EQUIPPED KITCHEN, DINING FOR 8.
e

LARGE CUPBOARDS; LARGE RAlZKALLER; TUB AND SHOWERS.

e

PARKING. HOUSEMOTHER PROVIDES SERVICES, LINENS ETC.

Approved by University Housing Committee for off-campus ho using; all rules apply.
APPLY NOW. SPECIAL RA TES. MRS. MADLYN GRUBE, RE 1-6505
"·,·
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